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A vocal critique of government policies prominent rights defenders from
Kashmir Khurram Parvez arrested
On 22-November-2021 during a raid on his Sonawar residence in the city prominent
Kashmiri human rights activist, Khurram Parvez who can also be regarded as the most
prominent civil activist from Kashmir who is also chairman of Asian Federation against
Involuntary Disappearances (AFAD), coordinator of Jammu Kashmir Coalition of Civil
Society (JKCCS), recipient of the 2006 Reebok Human Rights Award was arrested on false
charges of terrorism by the infamous state run National Investigation Agency (NIA). [1]
Raids were also carried on Coalition of Civil Society at Amirakadal Bund and reportedly
his electronic belongings like cellular phone and laptop were confiscated, he was brought in
at NIA headquarter for questioning and arrest was made under case number 30/2021 in his
name in the evening. [2]
According to an arrest document, Parvez has been charged under a stringent anti-terrorism
law, accused of raising funds for terrorist acts. The provisions of the draconian law, allow
authorities to jail people without filing charges for three months and that period can be
extended. [3]
Jammu Kashmir Coalition of Civil Society (JKCCS) is a merger of various non-funded,
non-profit, campaign, research and advocacy organizations which is based in Srinagar,
Jammu and Kashmir. JKCCS under Khurram Parvez worked through reports, programmes,
systematic documentation, litigation or other engagements in Jammu and Kashmir and
outside by providing Research & Documentation, Legal Assistance and Advocacy.
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[1] https://thewire.in/rights/khurram-parvez-nia-arrest/ 'Concerned Over High Risk of Torture,' Say Global Bodies after NIA Arrests
Khurram Parvez/Jehangir_Ali/ 23/NOV/2021.
[2] https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/srinagar/nia-arrests-jk-rights-activist-khurram-parvez-7636465/ NIA arrests J&K rights activist
Khurram Parvez/ Bashaarat Masood/ November 23, 2021
[3] https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2021/11/23/india-kashmir-khurram-parvez/ India arrests prominent human rights activist in
Kashmir amid clampdown/ Niha Masih, Gerry Shih and Shams Irfan/ November 23, 2021

Khurram Parvez through the platform of JKCCS/AFAD with other contributors issued
monthly informative massive, Annual human rights review and various reports which
include Torture Indian State’s Instrument of Control in Indian administered Jammu and
Kashmir, Impact of violence on children of JK, State vs Khurram Parvez a people’s dossier,
Occupational hazard, Structure of violence, The anatomy of massacre Mass killings in
Sailan, Facts underground, Buried evidence ,Kashmir’s Internet siege, Shopian rape and
murder, Dead but not forgotten and many more which exposed Indian systematic atrocities
and promoted Kashmir’s voice to the international audience including human rights groups.
He has also been arrested before in 2016, a day after he was barred from travelling to
Switzerland to participate in a session of the UN Human Rights Council and jailed for two
and half months before eventually he was released .[4]
The arrest of Parvez is an escalation in the crackdown in Kashmir that has swept up activists,
journalists and even political leaders seen as critical of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
government, which controversially revoked the region’s semiautonomous status in 2019,
leading to protests. [5]
India has long faced allegations of rights abuses in its portion of the territory, it tightly
controls access to Kashmir for foreign observers, including the UN. [6]
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Khurram Pervez’s arrest draws international backlash
The incident sparked a sharp response from UN and several human rights groups including
Amnesty International
World Organization Again Torture (OMCT)
Human rights watch
European Union
Amnesty International on Tuesday condemned the arrest of human rights activist Khurram
Parvez by NIA and said that anti-terror laws were being misused to criminalize human rights
work .The arrest of Kashmiri activist Khurram Parvez is yet another example of how antiterror laws are being misused to criminalize human rights work & stifle dissent in India
instead of targeting HRDs, authorities should focus on bringing accountability for human
rights violations. [7]
United Nation’s Special Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders issued statements
condemning the draconian act, The United Nations said it was disturbed by the reports of
Khurram’s arrest.
Mary Lawlor, UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders stated “I’m hearing
disturbing reports that Khurram Parvez was arrested today in Kashmir & is at risk of being
charged by authorities in India with terrorism-related crimes. He’s not a terrorist, he’s a Human
Rights Defender”. [8]
David Kaye, a former UN Special Rapporteur, said “Khurram’s arrest under terrorism charges
was yet another extraordinary abuse in Kashmir”. [9]
World Organization Again Torture (OMCT), Geneva based non-profit organization NGO
which works with groups across the world to fight for human rights, said it was “deeply
concerned by Khurram’s arrest, “We are deeply concerned about the high risk of torture while
in custody and demand for his immediate release”. [10]
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[7] https://twitter.com/amnesty/status/1463082338783567874
[8] https://twitter.com/MaryLawlorhrds/status/1462821562566987781
[9] https://thewire.in/rights/khurram-parvez-nia-arrest/ 'Concerned over High Risk of Torture,' Say Global Bodies after NIA Arrests
Khurram Parvez/Jehangir_Ali/ 23/NOV/2021.
[10] https://twitter.com/omctorg/status/1462816272803110913

European Union called for probe of all allegations of human rights violations Nabila
Massrali, the EU’s spokesperson on foreign affairs said “The EU follows the developments in
Jammu and Kashmir closely and noted that it is essential that individual rights are fully
respected the EU's consistent position worldwide is that all allegations of human rights
violations be investigated, freedom of expression online and offline is a key value for all
democracies". [11]
Pakistan has strongly condemned the arrest of noted human rights activist, Khurram Parvez,
in Indian illegally occupied Jammu and Kashmir. The Foreign Office in a statement said the
arbitrary arrests of human rights activists on orchestrated charges by Indian occupation forces
is clear evidence of New Delhi’s state-terrorism and trampling of fundamental human rights
in IIOJK. [12]
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Terrorism, Secession, War against the state charges put against Khurram Parvez
who never even lifted a gun in life
(RC 30/2021) filed by the NIA earlier this year the case was filed under sections of the
Indian Penal Code (Prevention) Act 1967. [13]
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(criminal conspiracy)
(waging war against the government of India)
(punishment for conspiracy to wage war against the government of India)
(raising funds for terror activities)
(punishment for conspiracy)
(recruiting any person or persons for commission of a terrorist act)
(offence relating to membership of a terrorist organization)
(offence of raising fund for a terrorist organization) of the Unlawful Activities)

All baseless allegations with zero evidence indicate Modi administration’s effort to enlist
support from Hinduvta nationalists which demand an all Hindu state with no Muslim voices
at any format.
People’s Union for Civil Liberties call for immediate release of Khurram Parvez
People’s Union for Civil Liberties, an Indian rights
body, has called for the immediate release of
Kashmiri human rights defender Khurram Parvez,
who was arrested on November 22, 2021, by India’s
notorious National Investigating Agency under
various draconian law, Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act, and Indian Penal Code. PUCL
condemns the relentless use of UAPA by Indian
government to arrest, detain and jail human rights
defenders for long periods without any trial, the
rights body said in a statement. The rights body
added that the arrest of Khurram Parvez is not just an
attack on him or JKCCS (Jammu and Kashmir
Coalition of Civil Society) but an effort to “stop any
voices concerning human rights violations” from
IIOJK from being allowed to be heard in the larger
world.[14]
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[13] https://thekashmirwalla.com/kashmiri-human-rights-activist-khurram-parvez-arrested-by-nia
[14] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/11/25/pucl-demands-release-of-khurram-parvez.html

Eye witnesses expose Indian narrative of labelling innocent martyrs at RamBagh
as state propaganda to squash facts
Eyewitnesses at the site of false encounter have come out and stated that there was no exchange
of fire. “The troops had already fired at the car on the road, one man was already dead.” The
youth requesting anonymity said “two people were killed on the road they had no guns, not
even a pistol”. At about 5PM Indian armed police personnel intercepted a Santro vehicle and
dragged out three boys and shot them dead, said a middle aged man who runs a shop nearby.
They were killed by armed forces personnel in front of us, he said requesting anonymity.
Another shopkeeper said one of the three youth tried to run into a nearby alley after the troops
shot them. “The troops went after one boy and brought him back from the lane and killed him
on the road” he said [15]. In light of such facts an impartial probe by International Court of
Justice under the auspices of the United Nations to bring the culprits to justice as early as
possible is tantamount and Indian regime cannot be allowed to keep its hounds after innocent
Kashmiri blood.

Gruesome Broad daylight killing of three youth by Indian occupational forces at
RamBagh Srinagar sparks protests and Shutdown

APHC Chairman while strongly condemning the killing of three more youth at RamBagh
Chowk in a fake encounter by the Indian occupation forces appealed the people to rise to the
occasion and observe an exemplary shutdown on 25th and 26th November to pay tributes to
the young martyrs killed in custody[16]. The Hurriyat leader hailed the spontaneous reaction of
the people at the site of fake encounter at RamBagh Srinagar. The APHC Chairman urged the
United Nations Secretary General to take serious cognizance of the ethnic cleansing designs
of India in Kashmir where its brute occupation forces are brazenly escalating the use of fake
encounters to eliminate the Muslim majority of the occupied territory. Paying glorious tributes
to the martyrs of Hyderpora and RamBagh, Masarrat Aalam Butt demanded an impartial probe
by International Court of Justice under the auspices of the United Nations to bring the culprits
to justice as early as possible.
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[15] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/11/25/martyred-youth-dragged-out-of-car-by-indian-troops-and-killed-on-road-eyewitnesses.html
[16] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/11/28/aphc-expresses-concern-over-detainees-plight-in-jails.html

Internet shutdown restrictions imposed after Gruesome Broad daylight killing of
three youth by Indian occupational forces at RamBagh Srinagar

In Indian illegally occupied Jammu and Kashmir, the Indian authorities suspended mobile
internet service in several parts of Srinagar district. The authorities suspended mobile internet
services in several parts of downtown Srinagar after the killing of three Kashmiri youth by
Indian troops in their continuing acts of state terrorism in Srinagar, last night as per
eyewitnesses, the victim youth were taken out of a car and shot dead by the troops on RamBagh
street. The killings triggered forceful anti-India demonstrations [17]. The protesters raised highpitched anti-India and pro-freedom slogans. The demonstrators said that the youth were
innocent civilians and were killed by the troops in fake encounter. Indian regime is known to
stoop to such low tactics as to squash people’s voice and deny any fact which leads otherwise.
Indian officials are complicit in war crimes which surmount to genocide and mass murder,
suppression of online and offline voices is one of many tactics through which they deny
elephant in the room.

Mehbooba Mufti approves of eye witness claims and shuns Indian state
propaganda regarding RamBagh Daylight Killings
Mehbooba Mufti Former CM and PDP president said, “After yesterday’s alleged encounter at
RamBagh legitimate doubts are looming over its authenticity. As per reports and witnesses it
seems that the firing was one sided. Again the official version far from truth is not in line with
ground realities as seen in Shopian, HMT & Hyderpora” [18] Global rights bodies need to come
forward to as Indian occupied Jammu and Kashmir is overflowing with the blood of the
innocent, who hope that their voices will finally reach the international community and spur
them into action to restrict India from committing such heinous crimes against Kashmiri
women.
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[17] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/11/26/shutdown-continues-in-iiojk-against-civilian-killings.html
[18] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/11/25/firing-was-one-sided-mehbooba-punctures-indian-police-claim-on-rambagh-killings.html

Mehbooba Mufti barred from meeting kin of civilians killed in Hyderpora fake
encounter
Two Kashmiri civilians, Altaf Bhatt and Doctor Mudassir Ahmed, were killed and used as
human shields by Indian occupation forces during a fake encounter in Hyderpora Srinagar,
Mehbooba Mufti had held a protest outside Raj Bhawan demanding a judicial probe into
Hyderpora killings, return of the body of Jammu resident Amir Magray and an apology from
Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha to the families of slain civilians. Mehbooba was scheduled
to visit the families of Mudassir Gull and Altaf Ahmad Bhatt in Srinagar. The former chief
minister had also informed the police about her visit. However in the morning, PDP leaders
said she wasn’t allowed to leave her house. [19]

APHC demands release of Khurram Parvez meanwhile Rafto Foundation
appeals India to release Khurram Parvaiz,-writes to UN

All Parties Hurriyat Conference expressed deep
anguish over the arrest of prominent Human Rights
activist Khurram Parvez by NIA in Srinagar. APHC
in a statement said that the arrest of Parvaiz,
Kashmir’s well known and respected human rights
activist has caused great concern among the people
.Global rights organizations have also expressed
shock at his arrest and demanded his release in a
statement, Rafto Foundation the Human Rights body
said “it found these allegations to lack any credibility
whatsoever. We appeal to Indian authorities to respect
Mr. Parvez habeas corpus rights and release him from
detention without delay”. [20]
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[19] https://www.greaterkashmir.com/news/latest-news/mehbooba-mufti-says-administration-denied-her-press-meet-in-srinagar
[20] https://twitter.com/RaftoFoundation/status/14628491948179046443

Christian Concern (ICC) places PM Modi among seven worst prosecutors on the
globe, Clubs RSS with Boko Haram
In a report, “2021 Persecutor of the Year Awards,” released here this month, the International
Christian Concern (ICC) clubbed the “Sangh Parivar,” India’s Hindu extremist movement that
informs Modi’s ideology and policies, with the Taliban and the Boko Haram, and named India
as one of the world’s seven biggest persecutors of religious minorities and called for the U.S.
government to impose visa and economic sanctions on India to pressure it to end that
persecution .The Modi administration had overseen “a massive cultural shift” in India from a
pluralistic society to Hindu nationalism, and consistently punished all forms of dissent,
cracking down on NGOs seeking to hold it accountable. ICC demanded “The U.S. and its
allies should consider economic and visa sanctions against key decision-makers in the Modi
administration”. [21]

Over 2,300 Kashmiri women martyred, 11,246 molested by Indian troops since 1989Kashmir Media Service
As per the Kashmir Media Service report, over 2,300 women have been martyred and 11,246
molested by the Indian troops in the occupied territory since 1989. Indian state terrorism has
rendered 22,936 Kashmiri women widowed in the past 30 years. India is using molestation of
women as a weapon of war in IIOJK, the report said and added Kashmiri women are mentally
tortured through enforced disappearances of their loved ones. Indian troops are routinely
subjecting Kashmiri women to sexual harassment to humiliate Kashmiris, Global rights bodies
need to come forward to as Indian occupied Jammu and Kashmir is overflowing with the blood
of the innocent, who hope that their voices will finally reach the international community and
spur them into action to restrict India from committing such heinous crimes against Kashmiri
women, the report said. [22]
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[21] http://twocircles.net/2021nov24/444186.html
[22] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/11/25/over-2300-kashmiri-women-martyred-11246-molested-by-indian-troops-since-1989.html

Indian troops martyr one young man in Poonch after launching operation in Budgam
On 26th of November 2021 Living up to their draconian reputation the occupational forces
carried out large scale search operation in Budgam area, reports of civil harassments have
surfaced and locals are frightened as they expect civil causalities and are preparing for all
eventualities, the troops cordoned off Khondora area of Beerwah in the district and launched
searches. Troops conducted door-to-door searches and thoroughly checked the identity cards
of the people. Indian troops in their fresh act of state terrorism martyred a youth in Poonch
district. The youth was martyred by Indian troops during a continued violent military operation
in Bhimber Gali, area of the district. The operation was going on till last reports came in
pertinently, Indian military operations have been going on in Surnakote, Mendhar,
Thanamandi and nearby areas of the Line of Control (LoC) for over one month. [23]
Continuing their policy of fascism and suppression Indian police arrest three youth in
IIOJK
On 27th of November 2021 Continuing their policy of fascism and suppression Indian police
arrest three youth in IIOJK in Awantipora and Islamabad area, a false case has been registered
in Awantipora Police Station, the youth have been identified as:
Muzamil Ayoub Butt, resident of Shahabad Kharpora, Awantipora.
Suhail Manzoor Mohand, resident of Shahabad Kharpora Bala Lalgam, Awantipora.
Muhammad Asif Dar, resident of Hamdanpora, Redwani Bala, Islamabad town. [24]
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[23] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/11/27/indian-police-arrest-two-youth-in-pulwama.html
[24] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/11/26/india-troops-martyr-one-youth-in-poonch.html
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